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Abstract: Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) microsystems are suitable for the size fractiona-
tion of particle suspensions in the size range of 0.1 to 10 µm. To be able to fractionate real particles
beyond a laboratory scale, these systems have to be designed for higher throughputs. High flow
resistances and increasing the clogging of the systems impose substantial challenges for industrial
operation. Simulative parameter studies are suitable for improving the design of the systems; for
example, the position and shape of the posts. A high-resolution, two-way coupled 6-DOF CFD-DEM
approach was used to study the flow and particle behavior of different post shapes (circular and
triangular) and post sizes at different Reynolds numbers. The results were compared with the classical
first streamline width theory. It was shown that the streamline theory does not account for all effects
responsible for the separation. Furthermore, a shift in the critical particle diameter to smaller values
could be obtained when increasing the Reynolds number and also when using triangular posts with
reduced post sizes compared to the post spacing. These findings can help to improve the efficiency
of the systems as the post spacing could be extended, thus reducing the flow resistance and the
probability of clogging.

Keywords: deterministic lateral displacement; microfluidics; size-dependent fractionation; high
throughput; Reynolds number; immersed boundary method; discrete element method

1. Introduction

The particle size of pharmaceutical ingredients is of great importance as it affects
their dissolution rate, as well as bioavailability, and, in formulations, controls the drug
release rate. To obtain safe drugs, formulations with defined particle sizes and narrow
size distributions must be produced [1]. One way to control the particle size is via sub-
sequent fractionation using microfluidic devices. Various methods for sorting micron
and submicron particles have been described, such as pinched flow fractionation (PFF),
multiorifice flow fractionation (MOFF), crossflow filtration, microfluidic centrifugation and
deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) [2,3]. Crossflow filtration, a fluidic separation pro-
cess designed to prevent particle deposition, is not very efficient in the particle size range
of approximately 50 to 500 nm because diffusion and hydrodynamics have a minimum
effectiveness [4].

The deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) method is a passive microfluidic separation
technique that has been successfully used to sort and isolate various biological particles, such
as tumor cells and blood components. It is capable of separating particles precisely and
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with a high resolution based on their size, shape and deformability [5]. DLD microarrays
consist of channels interspersed with a large number of regularly arranged post obstacles
(Figure 1). These obstacles are disposed in consecutive rows with a lateral shift (δ) in each
row perpendicular to the main flow direction. N defines the periodicity of the array, meaning
that, after N rows, the posts recurrently reach their initial lateral position. Assuming laminar
flow, the arrangement of the posts results in a characteristic flow pattern in which the flow
splits into N streamlines between adjacent obstacles. The width of the streamline in direct
contact with the post determines the particle’s critical particle diameter (dc). If the radius
of the particle is smaller, it will remain within the streamline and will consequently move
through the system on a zigzag path. If it is larger, the particle is repeatedly lifted out of the
first streamline into the second streamline. This leads to a lateral movement of the particle,
which can be described by the angle θ = arctan δ/Rd in relation to the main flow direction, with
Rd being the center-to-center distance between each post row [6].
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The DLD method has traditionally been operated in a creeping laminar flow—many
studies on this can be found in the literature [5,7]. At these low Reynolds numbers, the
flow rate is restricted to a µL/min range [8]. Furthermore, since the method is limited to
rather dilute particle concentrations, it still requires improvement to increase its sample
throughput and particle concentration to an industrially relevant extent [9]. There are
several limiting factors encountered in increasing the throughput: the high number of small
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post structures causes large flow resistances, for which, the microsystem and periphery
must be dimensioned. Parallelizing multiple microsystems or using very deep arrays is
one way to increase the throughput, but the latter is limited by fabrication technology [5].
Increasing the flow rate is another possibility for increasing the throughput. However, it must
be noted that increasing the Reynolds number changes the flow pattern, which affects the
separation [10]. There has already been some research on the use of higher flow rates in recent
years [8,11–15]. The main findings are that increasing the Reynolds number reduces the dc,
and that static vortices form behind the posts starting at a Reynolds number of 15 to 20 [10].

Although the gap size is larger than the particle size in DLD microsystems, in contrast
to conventional filtration techniques, the clogging of DLD systems is a major challenge.
Clogging changes the flow field around the affected zone and, therefore, affects the separation
efficiency. There are several studies on the use of different post shapes to influence the flow
in the gap between two posts, which is critical for separation [5]. Triangular post shapes,
for example, cause an asymmetry of the velocity profile between the posts, resulting in a
narrowing of the first streamline and, thus, the critical particle size. In other words, the gap
can be increased to keep the dc constant, reducing the tendency of the system to clog [16].

Various numerical methods have been used so far to characterize the flow and particle
behavior in DLD microsystems. A distinction can be made between calculations of the
steady-state flow field [14,17–21] and simulations that include particle dynamics [8,15,22–34].
The calculation of the velocity field only allows for an estimation of the behavior of particles
in the flow and the dc, but the interactions between particles and the fluid are neglected.
The fluid–structure interactions are either calculated in direct numerical simulations
(DNS) [25–29,32] or the fluid and solid phases are calculated in separate processes, and
both methods are coupled iteratively; for example, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
coupled with the discrete element method (LBM-DEM) [30] or coupled with the finite
element method (FEM) [31]. The fluid–structure simulations were either simplified into
two dimensions [8,15,22–24,28,32,34,35] or calculated in a more complex three-dimensional
way [25–27,29–31]. In addition, the calculations differ in whether only the forces (and
moments) that the fluid exerts on the particles are calculated (one-way coupling) [11,23] or
whether particle feedback to the fluid takes place (two-way coupling) [22,24,26–28,36].

One-way coupled simulations of particle-laden flows reproduce the behavior of the
particles in the flow but ignore the fact that the particle in the gap affects the velocity
field and thus changes the streamlines. The use of two-dimensional coupled simulations
saves computational costs, but it ignores the fact that particles in fluids move in a three-
dimensional mode and that deviations are to be expected in the forces on the particles [37].
Some works also consider particle rotation in their calculations, allowing for rotation-
induced lift forces [25,26,28,30,33]. Only few works dissolve or model short-range repulsive
viscous (lubrication) forces [9,29,32,33]

In this work, a model was developed to represent particle transport within a DLD
microsystem. The immersed boundary method (IBM) was used to couple computational
fluid dynamics and the discrete element method using a two-way six degrees of freedom
(6-DOF) process with lubrication correction. The model is used to run through a variety
of parameter combinations. It is intended to mimic the behavior of the particles in the
microsystem as realistically as possible. In addition to evaluating the particle trajectories
and, thus, assessing the ability of the model to predict fractionation effectiveness, the results
of the dc values determined from fluidics using streamline widths will also be evaluated
and assessed. The influence of the Reynolds number at different post shapes and sizes
will be investigated, with the objective of increasing the throughput of microsystems and
improving their performance.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Model Description

In our simulation setup, we aim to model a scenario of a DLD microsystem that is as
realistic as possible in order to fractionate particles in the range of 1 to 10 µm. Therefore,
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a three-dimensional fragment of a microsystem was considered, consisting of 10 rows of
posts with 10 posts per row. A periodicity of N = 10 was chosen, which corresponds to a
lateral row shift of δ = 0.1 µm. The height of the microsystem in the direction of the axis
of the posts is 10 µm. A block-structured grid was created around the posts to discretize
the flow field according to the finite volume method. The grid resolution was set to a
number of 24 cells over the gap length, based on grid studies. Since at least eight cells per
particle diameter are necessary to provide accurate results for the coupling, the mesh was
additionally dynamically refined by one more level locally in the area around a particle.
Inlet and outlet areas, normal to the flow direction, were provided with cyclic boundary
conditions for the pressure and velocity. The walls parallel to the flow, as well as the post
walls, were given Dirichlet boundary conditions for the velocity—those orthogonal to the
post axis with a slip condition, and the lateral walls, as well as the post walls, with a no-slip
condition. Neumann boundary conditions were specified for the pressure on these patches.
Cyclic boundary conditions were not chosen for the lateral boundaries, since they induced
an artificial anisotropy in the velocity field. This means that the velocity averaged over
the simulation field in the case of lateral cyclic boundary conditions has a nonzero lateral
component, as already observed by [38,39], which affects the periodicity of the system [30].
In contrast, when choosing wall boundary conditions in the lateral direction, a pressure
gradient normal to the flow was observed, highlighting that cyclic boundary conditions in
this direction are unsuitable.

The particle simulation domain was also equipped with cyclic boundary conditions in
the inlet and outlet, which means that the particle passes through several periods within
the domain. The post walls, as well as the walls aligned parallel to the flow, were defined as
frictional walls. The fluid flow is driven by a force that controls a predetermined constant
velocity averaged over the inlet patch. In this way, Reynolds numbers 1, 10, 30 and 50 were
set (calculated as in [10]). With a constant post gap of approximately G = 10 µm (with slight
deviations due to edge rounding induced by the meshing), simulations were performed
with post heights of H = 10 µm and H = 5 µm. The row distance is Rd = 20 µm for a post
height of H = 10 µm and Rd = 15 µm for H = 5 µm. In addition, the post shape was varied,
i.e., simulations were performed with cylindrical posts and equilateral triangular posts.
Individual simulations from one particle, each with successive diameters of 2, 3, 4 and
5 µm, were performed for all parameter combinations of post shape, size and Reynolds
number. An overview of the simulation parameters can be found in Table 1. One single
particle was induced near the inlet between the third and fourth lateral post and lasted for
approximately four periods.

Table 1. Overview of the selected parameter combinations.

Post Shape Post Height
H

Reynolds Number
Re

Particle Diameter
dp

Row Shift
δ

Row Distance
Rd

Gap Size
G

Circular
Triangular 10 µm

1
10
30
50

2 µm
3 µm
4 µm
5 µm

0.1 20 µm 10 µm

Circular
Triangular 5 µm

1
10
30
50

2 µm
3 µm
4 µm
5 µm

0.1 15 µm 10 µm

The time derivatives were discretized by the Euler method. The divergence, gradient
and Laplacian terms were discretized by the Gauss linear method.

2.2. Equations

The particle-laden flow was modeled using a coupled CFD-DEM approach [40]. In this
method, the fluid phase and solid phase are first calculated separately. In the fluid phase,
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the presence of the particles is initially not taken into account [41]: to obtain the pressure
and velocity fields, the continuity equation and the momentum conservation equation are
solved. The continuity equation states that the mass in a volume element moving through
the system is constant:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇·

(
ρ
→
u
)
= 0. (1)

The momentum conservation equation describes the change in momentum of a fluid
element over time, which can be divided into a local and a convective part on the left side
and consists of a pressure term, a deviatoric stress term and an external force term on the
right side:

ρ
D
→
u

Dt
= ρ

(
∂
→
u

∂t
+
→
u ·∇→u

)
= −∇p +∇·τ + ρ

→
f . (2)

Assuming a Newtonian fluid, the deviatoric stress term τ consists of the strain rate
tensor minus the divergence of the velocity field. Since the Mach number is below the criti-
cal value for compressible flows (Ma = 0.3), the flow can be assumed to be incompressible.
Assuming a constant density, the equations can by divided by it, and the divergence of the
velocity field is zero. The continuity equation simplifies to:

∇·→u = 0 (3)

and the momentum equation becomes the Navier–Stokes equation for incompressible fluids:

D
→
u

Dt
=

∂
→
u

∂t
+
(→

u ·∇
)→

u = −1
ρ
∇p + υ∆

→
u +

→
f . (4)

OpenFOAM solves the so-called Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations.
Here, turbulent effects are represented by a time variation around an averaged flow and
are modeled as an additional viscosity. Since we do not yet have such randomly varying
components in the covered regime and, despite vortex formation, the fluid elements
move in ordered paths, the flow can still be described as laminar and the turbulence term
could be eliminated [42]. The method used here to solve the Navier–Stokes equations for
incompressible flows is called PISO (pressure-implicit with splitting of operators) [43]. The
generalized geometric algebraic multigrid (GAMG) solver was used to solve the pressure
equation, and the smooth solver was used to solve the velocity equations.

In terms of particle simulation, the following differential equations (Newton–Euler)
for translational and angular momentum were calculated:

m
∂u
∂t

= Fg + Ff + Fppw (5)

I
∂ω

∂t
= a×

(
Ff + Fppw

)
, (6)

where m is the mass of the particle, I is the second moment of area, ω is the angular velocity,
a denotes the center-to-surface vector and Fppw represents the particle–particle or particle–
wall collision forces. Via Ff, an additional drag force is introduced, which the fluid exerts
on the particle. Fg describes the gravitational body force on the particle [44].

The coupling between particle simulation and fluid dynamics is realized by the im-
mersed boundary method (IBM), introduced by Peskin [45]. In this method, the flow
around arbitrarily shaped bodies can be calculated. For this purpose, the flow field is
solved on a fixed Eulerian grid and the immersed boundary is represented with a La-
grangian grid. This is useful for the analysis of flows over complex time-varying surfaces
where spatial discretization is challenging. The need to remesh the flow field around the
body at each time step would require an enormous computational effort. Additionally, for
particle-laden flows, the interface between different phases must be accurately tracked and
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resolved [46]. Thus, Hager developed a solver in which the discrete element method (DEM)
software LIGGGHTS is coupled with the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software
OpenFOAM via the IBM [47]. The algorithm operates as follows: first, the initial and
boundary conditions of the CFD are read and the initial positions and velocities of the
particles are transmitted. Then, for all cells that overlap with a particle, the void fraction
is determined. Velocity and pressure fields are corrected accordingly, and fluid forces, as
well as torques, are calculated and transmitted to the DEM. This is followed by a phase in
which, as described, the Navier–Stokes equations are solved independently on the CFD
side and the Newton–Euler equations on the DEM side. In the next coupling step, the new
particle positions and velocities, which have changed due to collisions and fluid forces,
are transmitted to the CFD. The CFD corrects the velocity, as well as pressure, in the cells
that intersect with particles, and transmits new fluid forces, as well as torques, to the DEM,
again solving the independent differential equations. This process is repeated until the end
of the defined simulation time [44].

2.3. Force and Moment Calculation

The components of the forces and moments included in Equations (5) and (6) will
be described in more detail in this section. For the derivation of the drag force, Ff, the
stress, tΓs , between the fluid and a solid surface, Γs (such as particles and post walls), has to
be considered, which can be described as the product of the fluid stress tensor σ and the
surface vector n̂, accordingly:

tΓs = σ·n̂, (7)

tΓs can be transformed into the drag force by integration over Γs. To prepare it for the
finite volume method the surface integral can be converted into a volume integral over the
solid volume, Ωs, by applying the divergence theorem, hence:

Ff =
∫
Γs

σ·n̂ d Γs =
∫

Ωs

∇ ·σ d Ωs, (8)

which leads to the following expression for an incompressible Newtonian fluid, indicating
that the force consists of a pressure term and a viscous term:

Ff =
∫

Ωs

−∇p + υρ∇2u dΩs (9)

To calculate the fluid torques, the viscous part of the force term is used to calculate the
cross product with the position vector, corresponding to:

M f =
∫

Ωs

a× υ ρ∇2u d Ωs. (10)

In the software, the volume integrals of fluid forces and torques are calculated in a
discrete form, applied to the cells intersecting with solids and integrated numerically [44].

The effect of gravitational body force (Fg) and buoyancy force (Fb) is negligible in these
simulations, since we chose the same density for the solid phase as for the fluid phase.

For the derivation of the collision forces, Fppw, it is important to consider that the
hydrodynamic interactions between particles and a post wall may not be fully represented.
Short-range interactions may be underrepresented, since this would require a strong local
refinement of the mesh, which would greatly inflate computation times due to the small
cell size [48]. To compensate for this, a lubrication correction model was implemented for
small solid–solid distances. The interplay between the IBM, lubrication correction and
contact model is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration (based on [49]) of the combination of the IBM, lubrication correction
and contact model for solid–solid interactions.

When two solids approach, the lubrication force is completely resolved by the IBM as
long as a certain threshold (here referred to as ε∆x) is not exceeded. Otherwise a lubrication
correction force, Flub (specified by Lambert et al. as tabulated lubrication correction, CLM,
Equation (11)), is added [50]:

∆Fi,lub

6πηrpui,p
=


λ(ε∆x)− λ(ε),

λ(ε∆x)− λ(εσ),
0,

εσ ≤ ε < ε∆x,
0 ≤ ε < εσ,
otherwise.

(11)

The amplification factor (λ) is a function depending on the nondimensionalized
distance ε = distance/rp, which relies on the properties of the two approaching solids.
Instead of choosing the λ for the lubrication interaction between a sphere and a flat wall, we
follow the approach of Kulrattanarak et al. [29], who refer to studies by Adamczyk et al. [51]
on the approximation between a sphere and a cylinder. Accordingly, the lubrication force
between a sphere and a cylinder is similar to the force between a sphere and a second
sphere whose radius is twice the radius of the cylinder [29,51]. To approximate this force,
Jeffrey’s equation for approximating unequal spheres with equal velocity was used as the
λ [52]. The possible deviation due to the fact that only one of our objects was moving was
tolerated. If ε falls below a second, smaller threshold, εσ, the lubrication correction forces
are kept constant. This parameter, εσ, is to prevent forces from increasing infinitely when
two solids come very close to each other, which could cause instabilities. εσ can also be
considered as surface roughness [49,50,53,54]. In this work, analogous to [29], a value of
εσ = 0.05 was chosen, which is in the order of magnitude of the post wall roughness we
observed in the manufacturing process.

In order to validate Flub, a single particle was moved slowly frontally toward a single
post and the dimensionless force was plotted against ε, comparing the uncorrected IBM to
Jeffrey’s analytical solution and to the corrected IBM (Figure 3). It should be noted that the
CFD mesh cell size in the simulation case is not made dependent on the particle size, and
thus the larger particles are represented by a larger number of cells. Therefore, the smaller
particles may require more assistance from the lubrication correction model than the larger
particles. The test simulations show that, for the smaller particle sizes, velocity deviations
between the analytical solution and the uncorrected IBM arise at a larger distance between
particles and a post wall. Therefore, a larger threshold, ε∆x, has to be chosen for the smaller
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particles than for the larger ones (see chosen values in Figure 3). The test simulations also
show that the corrected IBM matches the analytical solution sufficiently well.
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Figure 3. In these validation simulations, a single particle was moved toward a cylindrical post. The
nondimensionalized force arising between particles and a post wall (i.e., the amplification factor λ)
was plotted as a function of the nondimensionalized distance, ε, from the post. The plots show, for
the approach of a particle to a cylindrical post with a diameter of (a) 10 µm and (b) 5 µm, the results
for the IBM without lubrication correction, with lubrication correction and analytical solution for λ by
Jeffrey (two approaching spheres of different sizes) [52]. For the combinations for which no solution
exists for K1(κ) and L1(κ), the values for the closest radius combinations were assumed. Since no
information is known about the force between a sphere and a rod with a triangular base, the values
of the cylinders were adopted for those DLD simulations.

It was observed that omitting the lubrication correction resulted in a strong torquing
of the particles upon wall contact and that the particle paths were significantly affected as a
result of their rotation. This might represent the behavior at high wall roughness, where
the particles are less decelerated at wall contact.

Once the two solids are in direct contact, the DEM contact model will become active.
Here, the contact model according to Hertz and Mindlin is applied, which describes the
normal and tangential forces acting on a particle at the contact points [55,56]. The normal
force, FN, is calculated according to Equation (12). Here, EM is the mean modulus of
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elasticity, rP,M is the mean particle radius and δN is the overlap of the touching solids in
normal direction to the contact surface:

FN =
4
3

EM

√
rP,Mδ32

N . (12)

In addition, the damping force FN,D, with the coefficient of restitution e, the mean
particle mass mP,M and the relative velocity of the contact point in the normal direction
vN,rel, acts according to the following equation:

FN,D = −2

√
5
6

ln e√
ln2 e + π2

√
2EM,ij

√
rP,MδN mP,M

υN,rel . (13)

For the force tangential to the contact surface FT with the Poisson ratio ν:

FT = −8
E

2 + 2υ

√
rP,MδNδT . (14)

Here, likewise, a damping force, FT,D, operates tangentially to the contact surface:

FT,D = −2

√
5
6

ln e√
ln2 e + π2

√
8GM,ij

√
rP,MδN mM

υT,rel . (15)

Furthermore, the static friction force, FC, between the two contacting solids is taken
into account, which includes the static friction coefficient µ [57]:

FC = µFN . (16)

A summary of the simulation parameters can be found in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of the selected parameters in the simulations.

Description Symbol Value Unit

Coefficient of restitution e 0.1 (-)
Poisson ratio ν 0.5 (-)
Static friction coefficient µ 0.1 (-)
Density of particle σp 1000 kg/m3

Young’s modulus E 3 × 108 Pa
Surface roughness εσ 0.05 (-)
Activation distance for lubrication correction ε∆x See Figure 3 (-)
Density of fluid σf 1000 kg/m3

Kinematic viscosity υ 1 × 10−6 m2/s

3. Results and Discussion

In the following, the critical particle diameters (dc) will be presented and compared.
The dc values were determined in two different ways: first, by determining the width of
the first streamline (we refer to it as the fluidic dc), and, second, by evaluating the particle
trajectories. In this way, whether the determination of the dc via the streamline width is
representative for the actual separation will be analyzed, which could avoid more complex
coupled simulations in the future.

The various variables influencing the dc, i.e., post shape, size and Reynolds number,
will be investigated. The feasibility of the simulation setup will be validated by comparing
it with the current literature.

3.1. Calculation of Fluidic dc Distributions

To avoid the issue where periodic boundary conditions in the direction of the post
offset lead to artificially induced permeability normal to the main flow direction, walls were
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used instead. However, Pariset et al. have shown that, for a small number of posts across
the main flow direction, wall effects lead to different dc values within one system [58]. The
reason for this is mainly due to the design of the posts at the wall: in the sections where
posts merge with the wall, the streamlines are pushed away from the wall. In the sections
where no posts intersect with the wall, the streamlines are pushed to the wall. This leads
to a shift in fluidic periodicity, which affects the dc. This effect is still visible further away
from the walls [58]. To keep this effect on the particle trajectories low, the particles were
introduced into the system between the third and fourth posts in the lateral direction. To
obtain an idea of how large the variance in streamline widths is within our simulation
case, we inspected them in more detail: Figure 4 shows the streamlines and the estimated
distribution of dc at Re = 1 and H/G = 1. The dc values were determined by estimating
the first streamline widths using the local velocity profiles in the gaps between adjacent
posts and the local fluidic periodicities using the equation by Reinecke et al. [30]. This was
performed by dividing the area under the velocity profile by the local fluidic periodicity, so
that each section acquired the same fractional area. Our results show that if the area up to
the third post from the lower and upper wall is disregarded (highlighted in Figure 4), the
dc as a proportion of the gap ranges between 0.34 and 0.41. We accept this deviation for the
significance of our results. In order to obtain a higher accuracy, the number of posts in the
lateral direction would have to be increased significantly, at the expense of the computing
capacity. In the real case, the periodic recurrence of the effect should cause the unwanted
shift of the particle path to compensate, to some extent, for the chip length.

3.2. Parameter Variation in Fluidic dc

In the following, the results of the first streamline width as a function of the different
parameters will be compared. Figure 5 shows the mean dc values with standard deviations,
determined from the first streamline widths. They are differentiated by the post shape, as
well as the H/G ratio, and plotted against the Reynolds number. Qualitatively, the largest
dc values are found for larger H/G ratios and cylindrical posts. Small H/G ratios and
triangular posts lead to an overall decrease in dc. Explanations are provided by Figure 6.
At Re = 1, slightly more plug-like velocity profiles between neighboring posts occur at
smaller H/G ratios for cylindrical posts, and a slight asymmetry occurs for triangular
posts. Both result in dc values being reduced to a similar degree. Increasing the Reynolds
number leads—for all post shapes and size ratios—to an asymmetry of the flow profile
towards the lower post, as Dincau et al. have already indicated [8]. This causes the largest
overall reduction in dc. However, the reduction in dc for the triangular posts compared
to the cylindrical ones with H/G = 1 becomes smaller as the Reynolds number increases.
Interestingly, the velocity profile for cylindrical posts and H/G = 0.5 shows the strongest
overall asymmetry and corresponding lowest dc.
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Figure 4. The figure shows the streamlines within the simulation case at Re = 1 and H/G = 1. It can be
seen that, as noted by Pariset et al. [58], in the sections where posts and wall intersect, the streamlines
tend to be directed away from the wall, and in the sections where the wall does not intersect posts,
the streamlines tend to be directed towards the wall. By means of the local fluidic periodicity and the
corresponding local flow profiles, the distribution of the critical particle diameters, dc, divided by the
gap was determined and color-coded. The dashed purple line was used to mark which values were
used for the dc distributions, as the particle only remains in this area and, therefore, the surrounding
areas are irrelevant for the comparison to particle trajectories.
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Figure 5. In this graph, the mean critical particle diameters, dc, normalized over the gap are plotted
with standard deviation over the Reynolds number. These values are determined by the calculation
of the first streamline widths.

Looking at the standard deviation, it is noticeable that an increased Reynolds number
leads to a larger variance in the dc values. Additionally, a larger H/G ratio leads to wider
dc distributions. The narrowest distribution is seen at H/G = 0.5 and round posts. This
is to be expected, since proportionally smaller obstacles have less influence on the flow
field. Triangular posts lead to somewhat wider distributions, presumably due to sharper
deflections of the streamlines and an increased vortex formation.
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Figure 6. Mean velocity profiles between neighboring posts at Re = 1 and Re = 50 for the H/G ratios
as a comparison for circular posts (top left) and triangular posts (top right), as well as a comparison
between circular and triangular posts for H/G = 1 (bottom left) and H/G = 0.5 (bottom right). With
circular posts, a smaller H/G leads to a more plug-like velocity profile. Triangular posts and high
Reynolds numbers lead to an asymmetry of the velocity profile in the direction of the lower post.
This was strongest with circular posts at H/G = 0.5 and Re = 50.

3.3. Particle Trajectory dc and Validation of Results

In the following, the simulated dc values will be compared with the literature in order
to obtain an impression of the significance of the results; subsequently, the results from
the CFD (fluidic dc) are analyzed against the results of the coupled CFD-DEM simulations
(particle trajectories).

The results of the dc as a proportion of the gap over the Reynolds number are shown in
Figure 7. for both the streamline-based calculated dc values and the particle trajectories. The
results are divided into cylindrical posts with a circular base (c and d) and posts with an
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equilateral triangular base (a and b). A distinction is also made between post-height-to-gap
ratios, H/G, of 1 (b and d) and 0.5 (a and c). The mean fluidic dc values calculated based on
the first streamline widths are shown as dashed purple lines. Shown in light purple around
the dashed lines are the dc ranges up to the minima and maxima within the zone in which
the particle traverses (marked area in Figure 4). The particle trajectories are color-coded
according to whether they follow the bump, zigzag or mixed mode (also called altered
zigzag, i.e., a path that is between bump mode and zigzag mode). The particle trajectories
marked as mixed-mode are probably due to the locally different dc values, since, in both
cases, the particle path changes from the bump to zigzag mode by the time the trajectory
becomes closer to the wall.
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Figure 7. The determined critical particle diameters (dc) are presented in relation to the gap size and
compared with the literature. The results are differentiated by post shape (circular and equilateral
triangular), as well as ratio of post height to gap, H/G, and are plotted against the Reynolds number.
The mean values determined from the first streamline widths from CFD simulations are shown as
dashed lines in purple. Since dc varies locally, the areas bounded by minima and maxima around
the mean values are colored area-wise. The measurement points represent the results of the coupled
CFD-DEM simulations and show in color whether the corresponding particle sizes have followed a
zigzag, bump or mixed path under the given conditions.

To obtain a better overview of existing models for determining the dc for fractionation,
the results of calculations from the literature are plotted as well. For cylindrical posts
at lower Reynolds numbers, the models of Inglis et al. [59] and Davis [60] were used.
Furthermore, the equation of Loutherback et al. [16] was used for a comparison with
triangular posts. Since we are also dealing with Re >> 1, the equation of Aghilinejad
et al. [11] was plotted for higher Reynolds numbers.

For Re = 1 the mean fluidic dc is slightly below the value determined by Inglis et al. [59].
Inglis’ equation is based on the assumption that the flow profile between two posts is equal
to a parabola and calculates the width of the first streamline by dividing the parabola
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into N sections with equal area. When the flow passes through two cylindrical posts, the
flow profile becomes more plug-like compared to the profile between two straight walls,
resulting in a smaller dc. This effect is increased by a smaller H/G ratio as the channel effect
is further reduced [7].

Aghilinejad et al. performed simulations with COMSOL Multiphysics® at numerous
combinations of offsets and Reynolds numbers, and, by evaluating the particle paths,
developed an equation for determining the dc at higher Reynolds numbers [11]. The
equation mostly agrees with our dc values determined from the streamline widths for
cylindrical posts at a ratio of H/G = 1. This agreement could be explained by the fact
that, in the calculation method used by Aghilinejad et al., the particles do not displace
the fluid, so the particles do not affect the streamlines. The results of the equation slightly
overestimate the results at a ratio of H/G = 0.5. It can be assumed that the underlying
simulations were performed at H/G = 1 and that the discrepancy is due to a slightly more
plug-like velocity profile between adjacent posts at H/G = 0.5 that is not taken into account
by the equation of Aghilinejad.

For the triangular posts, Loutherback et al. [16] have determined the dc by evaluating
the streamline widths at different base-to-height ratios of the triangles and different H/G
ratios. In the same manner as us, they also used a periodicity of 10. At smaller H/G
values, according to Loutherback et al., the velocity profile is more plug-like and less
skewed toward the top of the lower post, resulting in a slightly larger dc [16]. This very
subtle difference is also noticeable in our results. However, we obtain a higher dc overall,
which is due to the slightly rounded vertices caused by the meshing, which, according to
Loutherback, reduce the asymmetry effect of the velocity profile [16].

The dc values determined from the streamline widths are only partially reflected in
the particle trajectories. In the case of the circular posts, the streamlines predict dc values
that are too small. Furthermore, according to particle trajectories, triangular posts can be
used to achieve a significant reduction in dc compared to round posts, which is not evident
from the streamline width determination. This could be explained by the fact that one
of the flow patterns is more stable in relation to the influence of particles. With higher
Reynolds numbers, the difference could also be explained by the stronger vortex formation
in triangular posts.

Figure 8 shows the velocity vectors for the various post geometries and Reynolds
numbers. It can be seen that the flow pattern is not noticeably different for Re = 1 and
Re = 10 with circular posts. With triangular posts and H/G = 1, in contrast, a small vortex
has already developed. When the Reynolds number increases to Re = 30, a clear vortex
can be seen for all post types, which further increases in size at Re = 50. With triangular
posts and H/G = 1, the vortex occupies the entire area of the flow wake up to the next post.
It can also be seen that the stagnation point in front of the post, where the vectors split
into two directions, remains almost at the same height for the circular posts. In triangular
posts, on the contrary, the stagnation point moves from the lower to the upper edge as
the Reynolds number increases. A change in the position of the stagnation point when
vortices occur was already observed by Lubbersen et al. [14] when comparing cylindrical
and quadrilateral-shaped posts. Their explanation for why the dc is reduced is that the
vortices narrow the gap between two consecutive post rows in the direction of the flow [14].
For rhombic arrays with a gap in the flow direction smaller than the lateral gap, it was
found that the dc is proportional to the distance between two successive post rows [7]. The
gap between two successive rows of posts is narrowed significantly by the large vortices
at high Reynolds numbers. Therefore, it is possible that the presence of vortices at larger
Reynolds numbers artificially increases the post size. However, this still does not explain
why similar or even smaller dc are measured at lower H/G ratios, since smaller vortices are
produced by them.
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Figure 8. The pictures show the vector fields in the flow wake behind the circular and triangular
posts with an H/G of 1 and 0.5 for the Reynolds numbers 1, 10, 30 and 50 shown from left to right.
In the case of triangular posts, vortices occur at lower Reynolds numbers and become significantly
larger. Color scales refer to the velocity magnitude.

In addition, Lubbersen et al. expect inertial flow effects and inertial lift forces on the
particle to influence the particle behavior [14]. For our results, the differences in the flow
wake could also be an explanation for why the dc is lower for triangular posts despite
similar results according to the streamline theory. At a higher Reynolds number, the larger
vortex possibly causes the particle to rotate. Thus, due to the shear gradient of the vortex, it
experiences a lift force that causes it to cross the streamline. Figure 9 shows the paths of the
first flow lanes passing below the subsequent posts for both cylindrical and triangular posts
at Re = 50 (H/G = 1). As expected, the flow lane for cylindrical posts has the smallest width
in the gap and then widens again. For the triangular posts, on the other hand, it hardly
increases in width in the flow wake. This could indicate that the particle’s change in the
streamline could take place in the flow wake following the gap, driven by the vortex. This
would mean that, for triangular posts at higher Re, the location of the streamline crossing is
shifted to the flow wake; thus, considering the streamline width in the gap reflects only
part of the truth.
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Figure 9. Here, bundles of streamlines color-code the first flow lanes that cause particle separation
by passing below the following posts (Re = 50, H/G = 1). The static vortices in the flow wake cause
deflection and compression of the flow lane, especially for triangular posts. (a) Cylindrical posts,
(b) triangular posts.

Therefore, it can be assumed that there are further factors influencing the separation
that are not represented by the simple examination of the streamline width at the narrowest
point between two neighboring posts. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that, in the
literature, even in creeping flow, the experimentally determined dc was always larger than
twice the first streamline [37]. Accordingly, Davis’ empirically determined equation for the
dc predicts larger values than the geometrically or simulatively determined equations [60].
Another point is that the theory of the width of the first streamline as a reliable separation
parameter assumes that the streamlines remain stable and cannot be influenced by the
presence of particles.

In summary, it may not only be the post as a geometrical obstacle that is responsible
for a change in the particles between the streamlines. As soon as additional forces act on the
particles, such as diffusion, external forces including gravity or an electric/magnetic field,
particle inertia or shear-induced forces such as Saffman force and, in the case of rotating
particles, Magnus force, deviations from the ideal theory are to be expected. In coupled
simulations, these effects can be modeled or neglected. If they are modeled, the required
parameters have to be calibrated in an appropriate way to suitably represent the real case.

4. Conclusions

In this work, resolved two-way coupled 6-DOF CFD-DEM simulations were used to
analyze the behavior of particles in a DLD microsystem as multiple parameters were varied.
A lubrication correction model was added to the simulation environment to adequately
represent the viscous forces when particles and a wall approach each other, since the mesh
on the CFD side would have to be resolved to a much greater extent for this purpose. For
the first time, particle trajectories in DLD arrays with triangular posts were calculated in
three dimensions at increased Reynolds numbers considering these different interactions.

With the help of these simulations, it could be shown that the calculation of the
critical particle diameter, dc, from pure CFD simulations via the determination of the
streamline widths does not represent all effects that matter in the separation in such a
system. Considering only the streamline width does not take into account that the particle
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itself could affect the flow (especially if it comes into contact with the post). This can lead
to a failure of the model, especially for technical particle suspensions, where higher solid
concentrations are employed for the fractionation. In addition, effects such as particle
rotation and particle inertia are not taken into account. However, in the industrial use of
DLD fractionation, higher throughputs and, thus, higher Reynolds numbers are required,
so these effects cannot be neglected. Furthermore, the streamline model considers the
streamline width at the narrowest point between two adjacent posts. Large vortices in the
post flow wake could shift this constriction, since the vortex itself acts in a similar manner
to an obstacle on the particle, and the streamline crossing takes place at a different location
than expected.

Moreover, we were able to show that higher Reynolds numbers have caused a decrease
in the dc, applying for all tested post shapes and post size ratios. Following our coupled
simulations, the dc values can be further reduced by using triangular posts. Previous
concerns were that the flow separation at the sharp edges of triangular posts could avoid the
wanted particle fractionation by disturbing the flow pattern at higher Reynolds numbers.
Therefore, the risk of clogging can be reduced by widening the distance of the posts.
Simultaneously reducing the post-diameter-to-gap ratio provides two benefits: it leads to a
further reduction in the dc and wall effects. A widening of the gap in combination with
a smaller dc-to-gap ratio reduces the flow resistance and thus relieves the pump systems
and periphery. This allows for higher throughputs. In contrast to minimizing the dc by
increasing the periodicity, our systems can be shortened, reducing the needed pressure.
This represents a step forward in terms of the industrial use of DLD microsystems to
fractionate substances, such as pharmaceutical drugs, that are too widely distributed in
size or contaminated after particle synthesis and comminution processes.

Nevertheless, it must be noted that, the more elaborate the simulation model is, the
more adjustments that are required and the more uncertainties that prevail as a result.
Therefore, input parameters, such as friction coefficients and the coefficient of restitution,
should be calibrated on the basis of real systems. Another possibility for uncertainties
is the lubrication correction model. Many different parameters are involved here. For
the viscous forces between a sphere and a rod with a triangular base, there have been no
existing studies until now, which is why the values for the approach between a sphere
and a cylindrical rod were adopted. The roughness parameter also significantly controls
how much the particle is decelerated during contact and to what extent the contact model
wins influence. Small changes in the parameters of the lubrication model have caused
a high variability in particle behavior. In order to improve the calibration of the model,
experimental studies of the deceleration during the approach between particles and posts
of different shapes with variations in the wall roughness should be performed. It would
also be interesting to color label particles and to study their rotational behavior within the
microsystem in order to find out whether the Magnus force has an influence on fractionation.
For further development, experiments are planned to confirm the results of the simulations.
In particular, the fractionation of different particle concentrations and technical particle
suspensions must be investigated.
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